CS347 Data Management

Project Presentation Evaluation Rubric

50% Mastery of Subject Topic - presenters understood their topic, and were able to effectively communicate the salient parts of their project thoroughly and completely along with a demonstration in the allotted 10-minute time frame. All relevant aspects of the project were discussed and demonstrated including, if appropriate, which customer requirements were met (and how) and which requirements were not met.

20% Content - the information was presented in a clear, informative manner that could be understood by the audience, and it reflected what was taught in class and, if appropriate, what was requested by the customer.

10% Organization - presenters were well prepared and their presentation was logically organized into clear points with smooth transitions between points.

10% Visual Aids - the visual aids were readable with sufficient detail and designed to be presented in the allotted 10-minute time frame.

10% Presentation Style - the speakers could be heard, they talked in a clearly intelligible manner with no slang or ums, they used technically precise language demonstrating an understanding of the terminology being used and their attire and mannerisms were professional (this does not mean suits or dresses should be worn). Presenters paid attention during other group presentations.